Magical Days

Monday
Healing, wisdom, and intuition.
The first day of the week according to international standard. It’s a day for Magical workings related to the Moon, fertility spells, consecration of jewelry and divinations.

Tuesday
Strength, courage, victory.
Ruled by Mars, Ares and Tyr, gods of war, this is a day to enhance your passions. Cast spells of courage and assertiveness. Activate protective talismans.

Wednesday
Communication, business, change.
Ruled by Mercury, the messenger of gods, this is a day for job-related spells and opening the paths of communication and manifestation.

Thursday
Grounding, abundance, health.
Associated with Thor, Zeus and Jupiter, use this day to craft spells for good luck and restoration. The grounding energy of this day brings prosperity and fortune.

Friday
Love, Romance, Friendship.
Friday belongs to Venus, the Roman goddess of love, as well as the Greek Aphrodite and the Norse goddess Freya. This day favors harmony, friendship, growth, and reconciliations. Make baths, potions and charms for love, enjoyment and pleasure.

Saturday
Protection, banishing, karma.
This day is ruled by the god of time and crops, Saturn. Cleanse away problems in your home and life. Eliminate negative habits and influences. Cast spells for karmic retribution, justice and protection.

Sunday
Success, fame, victory.
Connected to the Sun, this day sets the tone for the week that starts tomorrow. Sunday is ruled by solar deities like Helios, Ra and Brighid. Associated to gold, it radiates vitality and success. Use this day to cast spells of inspiration and wealth.